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negative, which is somehow paradoxical: Behavior is apparently shaped by the fixed reference point,
but then subjects fail to capture this treatment effect.
Figure 3
Distribution of beliefs about average donation to government
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To illustrate the point, Figure 3 above depicts the distribution of beliefs about the average
donation to the government in each session and treatment. If many participants in INFO anticipated
the effects, the distribution of beliefs would be less dispersed than in Session 2, with a mean around 5
Soles. To the contrary, we find that the standard deviation equals 7.13 in Session 2 but equals 9 in
INFO; the difference is marginally significant according to Levene’s test (p-value = 0.0504). In
Session 2, further, the average and median belief equals 6.49 and 5, respectively, while they
respectively amount to 11.18 and 9 in INFO, again a marginally significant difference (p = 0.068). We
yet stress that the subjects’ failure to anticipate the peer effects does not invalidate from our point of
view the argument about the existence of such effects: A person can be affected by the reference point
and yet believe that others are not. Even more, the effect of such reference on her decision might be
somehow unconscious to her
Result 2 (peer effects): Donations co-move with beliefs about the average donation in the
reference group, and the relation is highly significant. Beliefs seem to play a causal role because the
distribution of donations changes if subjects tend to have homogeneous reference beliefs, as arguably
occurs in INFO. As hypothesized, we observe less dispersion in the donations when subjects have a
common reference belief. Further, the average donation seems to be shaped by that reference point.
Subjects apparently do not anticipate peer effects.
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On a different topic, our third core assumption A3 (see 3.2) predicts that those subjects who
have strongly internalized the norm should donate more, other things equal. In order to test this
prediction, we could have asked subjects what they consider normative in the donation decision, or
some similar question. We were afraid, however, that their responses could be biased, possibly in a
self-serving manner. Therefore, we have used a more indirect alternative. In effect, the post-decision
questionnaire in INFO and Session 2 included questions about the hypothetical average donation of
relatives, co-workers, university or college partners, close friends and neighbors if they had chosen in
the donation decision.26 Now, it can be argued that social norms are partly internalized during infancy
and adolescence within the family, and that people tend to share their normative values with close
friends. In contrast, norms are less likely shared with co-workers, classmates, and neighbors, who are
not ‘chosen’ as friends are. The larger a subject’s expectations about relatives’ or close friends’ average
donation, therefore, the larger the subject’s donation because he/she is likely to find the same norms
binding. On the opposite, we hypothesize no specific relation between a subject’s donation and his/her
beliefs about the average donation by co-workers, classmates or neighbors, who need not share the
same norms (leaving aside family business). Regarding members of the subject’s church (if any),
further, one might expect them to have similar norms as the subject, although the relation would be
possibly less strong than the relation with relatives or friends.
To check our hypotheses, Table 3 below reports the results of a regression analysis. Most of
the models are non-linear, of an exponential character as Model 4 in Table 2. The dependent
variables always include the subject’s belief about the average donation by other participants in the
session, which remains always significant in Models 1 to 6. The other variables have also a positive
effect on donations, but only significant for the beliefs about the average donation by relatives, close
friends and co-workers. Hence our hypotheses are not rejected. When we consider models with
several beliefs like Models 7 and 8, however, some of the mentioned variables fail to have a
significant effect. We can venture at least two potential reasons. The first one is the low number of
observations (due in turn to the reduced number of responses to some of our questions). A second
one is multicollinearity, as some of the independent variables seem highly correlated –the VIF of
some predictors is around 5 in regressions 7 and 8; we note that such problem does not exist at all in
regressions 1 to 6 (the maximum VIF never surpasses 1.2). In short, our preliminary evidence is in
line with our hypotheses, although further research is warranted.
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More precisely, the question was: “How much do you think would be the average donation (between 0 and 30 soles) of
your: a) Co-workers, b) College / University classmates, c) Neighbors, d) closest friends, e) family, and f) Church
members?” Depending on their personal circumstances, subjects could leave some answers unanswered.
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Table 3
Regression Analysis of the ‘Shared-norms’ Argument
Independent
variable: Beliefs
about average
donation by…

1. Other subjects

2. Co-workers

Non-Linear Models. Dependent Variable: Log (Donation + 1)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Linear
model

(7)

(8)

0.0267**

0.0363***

0.0371***

0.342**

0.0331***

0.0493***

0.0394**

0.131

(0.012)

(0.009)

(0.011)

(0.016)

(0.011)

(0.015)

(0.018)

(0.092)

0.0334**

0.00986

0.315*

(0.015)

(0.032)

(0.159)

0.0386***

-0.0146

-0.068

(0.011)

(0.04)

(0.199)

0.0202

0.071

0.476**

(0.014)

(0.042)

(0.209)

0.0101

-0.0403

-0.451**

(0.022)

(0.035)

(0.176)

0.0284**

0.0465

0.394*

(0.014)

(0.039)

(0.195)

0.0151

-0.0376

-0.430***

(0.013)

(0.028)

(0.144)

3. Family
members
4. Neighbors
5. University /
college mates
6. Close friends
7. Same church
members
0.721***

0.526***

0.710***

0.821***

0.688***

0.742**

0.620**

0.592

(0.164)

(0.138)

(0.151)

(0.21)

(0.153)

(0.182)

(0.224)

(1.118)

Obs.

78

99

95

47

96

65

36

36

R-square

0.19

0.248

0.157

0.133

0.161

0.177

0.45

0.61

Intercept

Note: Data comes from Session 2 and INFO. Robust standard errors in parentheses. All models are estimated by OLS. All nonlinear models satisfy homocedasticity, and models 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 accomplish the residual error’s normal distribution assumption,
all models satisfy the non-multicollinearity (VIF less than 2.52). *** = p < 0.01, ** = p < 0.05, * = p < 0.1.

Result 3: People give more if they expect close relatives and friends to give substantially as
well. Groups whose members are not chosen by the subject or do not play a role in her education have
no systematic effect.
As a final remark, the correlations observed admit at least another interpretation aside from the
‘shared norms’ argument just cited. In effect, we have assumed so far that subjects compare with other
subjects when deciding their donations. However, it could be that subjects have in mind additional
reference groups when deciding, like family members or co-workers. This could create additional peer
effects to those in Hypothesis 3.
Still, this argument cannot explain why some groups happen to be significant in the regression
analysis and others do not, particularly when we focus on those groups for which the number of
observations is relatively large.
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3.4 The NGO treatment
We run this treatment as a further test of our model, which makes here similar predictions as
in Control. Again, a subject’s donation depends on (i) how competent she expects the NGO to be, (ii)
her beliefs about the average donation by others, and (iii) the intensity with which she has internalized
the norm. Although we expected that subjects would donate more to the NGO than the Government,
Table 1 above indicated this not to be the case (the difference is not significant, though; Mann-Whitney
test, p = 0.319).
Several reasons could explain this. Even if subjects trust the NGO and believe that their
donations will not be stolen or wasted, first, they might think that the expected increase of the social
surplus per Sol donated is not as high as we expected. In particular, they might consider that a Sol
donated to the government is more effective because, although part of it is wasted, the rest goes to fund
a diverse list of goods and services that are much needed (including attention to cancer patients).
Briefly, the government is more “important” than the NGO. Another possibility (although one we do
not find very convincing) is that the NGO does not actually enjoy a good reputation. A third one, that
subjects expected a low average donation in this treatment, seems not to be valid because median
beliefs are not lower in NGO (Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.880).
Our model predicts ceteris paribus a positive relation between a subject’s donation and her/his
beliefs, and this is indeed supported by the data.27 Table 4 reports the results of a regression analysis
focused on this treatment. Models 1 and 2 are OLS linear regressions where the dependent variable is
the subject’s donation to the League against Cancer. We can see that the sign of the estimated
coefficient of variable 2 (beliefs) is positive, as predicted, and the coefficient itself highly significant.
Our model does not predict other correlations, and hence the (marginally) significant correlations
additionally observed in these models are left unexplained. Note however that some of these
correlations become non-significant in Model 3, a non-linear model of an exponential character (as
Model 4 in Table 2 above).
In contrast, beliefs are still highly significant in this non-linear model. Observe as well that the
coefficient of determination or R-squared is larger in these models than in the models used to analyze
donations to the government.
Result 4 (NGO; peer effects): A subject’s beliefs about the average donation to the NGO by other
subjects co-move with her donation.
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The ceteris paribus clause assumes that subjects have similar perceptions regarding the effectiveness of one Sol donated
to the NGO; this is implicit in our analysis. If subjects were heterogeneous, in contrast, a subject with low beliefs but a
perception that the effectiveness is high might donate more than another who expects a large average donation but thinks
that the effectiveness is low.
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Table 4
Regression Analysis of Determinants of Donation to NGO

Dependent Variable
Independent Variable

1. Corruption (1: Least - 168: Most)
2. Support to current president
(0: Not at all, 10: Entirely)
3. Government is controlled by
(0: Few interests, 10: Works only for the people)
4. Belief average donation others
5. Beliefs in a just world
(0: Only luck, 10: Only personal effort)
6. Equality preferences
(0: None - 10: Maximum equality)

Donation

Donation

Log (Donation + 1)

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.010*

-0.015**

-0.003

(0.005)

(0.006)

(0.002)

0.124

0.151

0.058*

(0.097)

(0.103)

(0.032)

-0.063

0.039

(0.025

(0.108)

(0.144)

(0.045)

0.395***

0.413***

0.087***

(0.088)

(0.091)

(0.028)

-0.192*

-0.243**

-0.0275

(0.106)

(0.119)

(0.037)

0.045

0.075

0.009

(0.093)

(0.092)

(0.029)

-0.0968

-0.0091

(0.299)

(0.094)

7. Weekly frequency of watching news (in TV,
internet, and others)
8. Gender (0: Male, 1: Female)
9. Age
10. Political preferences
(1: Extreme left, 10: Extreme right)
11. Trust others (1: Never, 10: Always)
12. Education
13. Socio-economic level
Intercept
Obs.
R-squared

0.153

0.106

(0.643)

(0.203)

0.0746

0.0276*

(0.048)

(0.015)

0.0925

0.0379

(0.156)

(0.049)

-0.257*

-0.095**

(0.141)

(0.044)

-0.721*

-0.188

(0.415)

(0.131)

1.102**

0.317**

(0.429)

(0.135)

2.691*

-0.192

-0.818

(1.382)

(2.292)

(0.722)

58

54

54

0.36

0.62

0.56

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. All models are estimated by OLS. Models 2 and 3 control as well for the subject’s
perceptions about the government’s performance in the last 5 years (0: Lousy, 10: Excellent), willingness to pay more taxes if
government improves public services (0: No, 1: Yes), car ownership (no:0, yes:1), and whether he/she has children (0: No, 1:
Yes). Neither of these variables is significant in any model (not even marginally). All models accomplish homocedasticity
(Breusch-Pagan Test) and residual error’s normal distribution assumptions. The mean VIF equals 1.7 in models 2 and 3. ***,
**, and * indicate significance at 1%, 5 %, and 10% levels, respectively.

3.5 What about altruism, warm-glow, and reciprocity?
We finish with a brief discussion about some other utility models. Note first that altruistic
subjects should condition their donation on the efficiency of the government in the provision of public
goods, as they care about social efficiency (‘size of the cake’). For the same reasons, altruistic subjects
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should condition the donation on their perceptions of corruption, at least if they believe that corruption
does not foster growth. Hence Result 1 above seems well in line with a theory of altruism.
Models of reciprocity like Rabin (1993), in turn, predict that people will be kind (unkind)
towards someone who treated them kindly (unkindly). If we analyze our experiment as a one-shot
decision problem, this general idea of reciprocity predicts zero donations to the government.
Alternatively, one could find more sensible to embed the donation decision into a ‘super-game’ in
which subjects first interact with some other ‘players’ (public sector employees, taxpayers, etc.) and
then decide how much to donate. In this setting, one might argue that if a reciprocal subject had ’bad’
prior interactions with corrupt government employees or politicians then she would treat them
unkindly, i.e., donate nothing. Although we tend to view this argument too vague to be falsifiable,
Result 1 seems basically consistent with it. Note yet that this type of argument hardly explains
donations to the NGO, as interactions with the League are likely to be infrequent in our sample.
In any case, the main problem of these two theories is that they cannot anticipate the correlation
between beliefs and donations (Results 2 to 4). Altruistic or reciprocal people should give money (or
not) independently of what others are expected to do. For instance, a reciprocal subject with a good
record of interactions with government officials and employees would like to reward them, hence
giving money to the government in the hope that some of that money helps those employees. This
behavior would not be affected by the expectation, say, that other subjects are not giving anything to
the government. In this respect, Results 2 and 4 are therefore the strongest evidence in favor of a social
norms account.

4. Conclusions
This paper makes three main contributions to the literature on tax compliance and tax morale.
First of all, we formally explore how social norms, and a dislike to deviate (much) from them, affect
tax evasion. Consistent with much of the literature on social norms (e.g., Bicchieri, 2005), the model
incorporates norms both in a descriptive and prescriptive sense, i.e., people care about what the norm
prescribes or commends but also whether others respect the norm. The model helps to explore in a
precise manner the several forces that shape tax compliance together with their net effects. Further, it
suggests several ways in which governments could affect tax compliance, although they may not be
easy to implement. For instance, a straightforward moral from the model is that evasion would ceteris
paribus decrease if taxpayers improve their perceptions about how efficient, corrupt or wasteful the
public sector is, or about how generalized tax evasion is. For granted, improving such perceptions can
be extremely difficult. But knowing that it might pay in terms of higher tax receipts is not irrelevant.
Another implication is that transparency in how government revenues are spent is not irrelevant: If
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taxpayers are ensured that some taxes will be used to fund specific public goods that they deem socially
beneficial, we predict that evasion will be relatively diminished. The model also suggests that some of
the differences in the levels of tax evasion observed across countries are due to differences in the
taxpayers’ perceptions.
As our second contribution, we run experiments in Peru and offer evidence in line with the
model. We observe that people are very heterogeneous in their behavior, conditioning their donations
on their perceptions about competency and corruption in the public sector, but also on how others
behave. Again, we believe that our model helps to understand the complexities that derive from
heterogeneity and the existence of difference channels affecting compliance. We stress that our
subjects were representative of the taxpayer population in Lima, which might be an important point in
evaluating the external validity of our results. Further, our results complement those from field
experiments like Blumenthal et al. (2001), who study whether including messages about (descriptive)
social norms in letters sent to taxpayers before the filing deadline affect compliance. They find no
effect of a message that 93% of the taxpayers report their taxes correctly. Perhaps the remaining 7%
were simply unconcerned about norms, as our model concedes, or maybe they thought that tax receipts
were inefficiently used by the state. Lab studies like ours can offer insights into this literature, as they
allow to control the many factors that might affect compliance.
Third, our results provide an additional test of the standard, homo economicus, model together
with several models of non-selfish preferences. While the standard model is valuable because it is
extremely parsimonious, it seems to provide a limited account of the phenomenon of tax evasion. Of
course, it is a natural question whether our results would hold as well if the subject’s endowment was
much larger. In our experiment, for instance, around half of the people give more than 16% of their
endowment to the government, would exactly the same happen as well if, say, income taxes were
voluntary? Although we do not have controlled data on this point, we nevertheless tend to doubt so:
material incentives are indeed not to be under-estimated. But even if social norms are (possibly) less
strong determinants of tax compliance than material interest for most taxpayers, our analysis suggests
that they affect behavior. This means that governments can use these levers to reduce evasion,
sometimes at a reduced cost –e.g., Hallsworth et al., 2017. Future research should anyway analyze the
strength of these normative concerns.
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Appendix I: A utility model with norms
A. General setting
To study the choice under uncertainty of a decision maker (called Zoe), let Ω denote a finite
state space, where a state ω ∈ Ω fully specifies all relevant features of Zoe’s environment, and O denote
the set of outcomes. An act is defined as a function t: Ω → O. Zoe’s choice set ℂ is a subset of the set
of all acts, or mappings from Ω to O. Zoe has prior beliefs on Ω, quantified by a finitely additive
probability measure π mapping each state ω to a probability π(ω) ∊ [0, 1]. Pair (ℂ, π) is the choice
scenario.
Definition 1 (norm): A norm is a correspondence ψ that assigns a nonempty subset of ℂ to any
choice scenario (ℂ, π).
Act t ∈ ℂ respects norm ψ in scenario (ℂ, π) if t ∈ ψ[(ℂ, π)], where ψ[(ℂ, π)] ⊆ ℂ is the image of
(ℂ, π) according to ψ. If act t ∊ ℂ is not selected by ψ in (ℂ, π), in contrast, it constitutes a deviation (of
ψ) in that scenario. Without loss of generality, we assume that Zoe has internalized some norm ψU (to
be described later), which means that she dislikes deviating from it. More than this, Zoe has a metric
for deviations so that some are ‘worse’ or ‘more deviated’ than others.
Definition 2 (deviation function): For any scenario (ℂ, π) and norm ψ, a deviation function d:
ℂ → [0, 1] is such that d(t) = 0 if t respects ψ in (ℂ, π), and d(t) ≥ 0 for any other t ∈ ℂ.
Zoe cares about the deviation dz of her choice, but also about others’. More precisely, there is
a reference group G = {1,.., g,.., n} and Zoe considers what any g would do if he were in her position.
Further, Zoe compares her deviation with the deviations of the members of G. To formalize this last
idea, let dg ∊ [0, 1] be g’s deviation from ψU (according to function d) and dG some function of vector
[d1,.., dg,.., dn], increasing in each dg. In short, dG is a measure of the aggregate deviation in G; while
other specifications are possible, our applications assume that dG is the average deviation in G. Note
that Zoe might be uncertain about dG; to make this point clear, we use sometimes the more specific
notation dG(ω).
To specify Zoe’s utility function, let xz denote her material payoff at outcome o = t(ω). That is,
xz represents the material utility that Zoe gets from consumption and leisure if o is achieved (or,
equivalently, if act t is chosen when state is ω); for simplicity, we take xz to be equal to Zoe’s monetary
wealth. Zoe’s utility function u: O → ℝ on the set of outcomes takes then the form
𝑢[t(ω)] = x5 − 𝛾 · [1 − dG (ω)] · dz

(1)
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Since dG (ω) ∊ [0, 1] by construction, note that 1 − dG (ω) represents average compliance in
G. Parameter γ ∊ ℝ represents how deeply Zoe has internalized the norm.28 Finally, we postulate that
Zoe’s preference relation ≿ over the set of acts can be represented by a subjective expected utility
evaluation E[u(t)] = ⅀ ω ∈ Ω u[t(ω)]·π(ω), where π is the probability over the states of Ω.
B. Examples of norms and deviation functions
For some summary illustration, consider a society, group or set of agents S = {1,.., i,.., I}; Zoe
belongs to S. Further let x = [x1,.., xi,.., xI] denote an allocation of material payoffs in S, where xi
denotes agent i’s material/monetary payoff, and X the set of material allocations. A social welfare
function (or SWF) W: X → ℝ assigns a number to each material allocation according to its ‘social
desirability’. While infinite examples can be considered, a prominent SWF in this paper will be:
W U (x)= ∑iϵS xi

(2)

If we make the simplifying assumption that subjects are risk-neutral (which does not seem very
restrictive in our experiment), this is a utilitarian SWF, as it increases with the social surplus (i.e., the
sum of material payoffs) of allocation x. Thus we refer to SWF (2) as the ‘utilitarian’ SWF. See LópezPérez (2008, 2010) for additional examples of SWFs.
Importantly, Zoe’s choice need not only affect her own material payoff xz but also xi (i ∊ S).
Let x(t, ω) denote the allocation of material payoffs in S if Zoe chooses t and state is ω. Given any
social welfare function W, the expected social welfare of act t is then defined as
E[W| t] = ⅀ ω ∈ Ω W[x(t, ω)]·π(ω)

(3)

Definition 3: The fairness norm ψW selects in scenario (ℂ, π) the act(s) that maximize the
expected social welfare (3). Non-optimal acts constitute deviations.
The definition implicitly assumes that the choice set ℂ is compact, so that an optimum is well
defined. A fairness norm that will be pivotal in our analysis is one based on SWF (2) above; this was
called before ψU and we will refer to it as the utilitarian norm too. Note also that fairness norms allow
the introduction of very natural deviation functions. In effect, if act tψ respects norm ψW in some
scenario, rendering an expected social welfare of E[W| tψ], the difference
E[W| tψ] - E[W| t ]

(4)

represents the (expected) decrease in social welfare if Zoe instead chooses t. A deviation function d(t)
that positively depends on this difference (a remorse function hereafter) hence models the idea that a
norm breaker’s feelings depend on the ‘social damage’ caused by her actions.
We will posit that γ is positive, so that Zoe does not want to be a ‘rebel’, deviating from the norm when others respect
it. We note also that our model extends the model in López-Perez (2008), who assumes a 0-1 deviation function, i.e., any
deviation is equally worse. One reason to relax this assumption is that it cannot explain interior solutions in the optimization
problem to be analyzed below.
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C. Application: A toy model of tax compliance with norms
Zoe is a taxpayer with initial wealth w0 and tax liability T and must decide the amount t of
taxes that she will pay. The choice set ℂ is the interval [0, T], so that t = 0 means full evasion. In
principle, Zoe has access to public goods financed with taxes and may receive transfers; let m(ω, t) ≥
0 denote the monetary value of the services and transfers enjoyed in state ω if she pays t units in taxes
‒implicitly, this term depends on the taxes paid by her and other contributors. Further, she can be
sanctioned; let p(ω, t) denote the sanction or penalty given choice t and state ω –this includes any
potential payment: evaded taxes, fines, interest payments, etc. If Zoe chooses t ∊ [0, T], therefore, her
monetary wealth in state ω is w0 - t + m(ω, t) - p(ω, t). To derive predictions, however, we simplify
and posit that the marginal effect of each unit of taxes paid by Zoe on the amount of public services
enjoyed by her is negligible, so that m(ω, t) does not vary with t. In addition, we also assume p(ω, t)
= 0 for any ω and t. These assumptions are not realistic in general but simplify the analysis of tax
morale (our focus here) and are plausible in our experiment.
Without loss of generality, assume that Zoe has internalized the utilitarian norm and her
deviation function takes the form of a remorse function. We also posit for simplicity that taxes have a
linear effect on social welfare. That is, each unit of taxes paid increases SWF (2) in Δ units (net of
taxes). Further, there are just two states of the world. In state 1 (probability π1), the government is
inefficient and taxes squandered so that Δ takes on a low (possibly negative) value, Δ1. In state 2, in
contrast, the government delivers and Δ = Δ2 > Δ1. The probability of state 2 is π2 = 1- π1.
To derive predictions, observe first that the utilitarian norm selects act t = T if E[W U | t] = (Δ1·π1
+ Δ2·π2) > 0, and act t = 0 if (Δ1·π1 + Δ2·π2) < 0 –any choice is normative if the expected effect on the
social surplus of any Sol donated is nil. Case (Δ1·π1 + Δ2·π2) < 0 corresponds to the case of a ‘skeptic’
(see 3.2), and its analysis is direct: Since paying no taxes entails no normative deviation and a nil
monetary cost, it is the optimal choice. The most complex case appears therefore when (Δ1·π1 + Δ2·π2)
> 0. Since the value of difference (4) when the act chosen is t equals (T – t)(Δ1·π1 + Δ2·π2), the remorse
function can be represented as d[(T – t)(Δ1·π1 + Δ2·π2)], and Zoe’s utility if she chooses t in state ω is:
𝑢 = 𝑤G − 𝑡 + 𝑚(𝜔) − 𝛾 · [1 − dG (ω)] · dz [(𝑇 − 𝑡)(ΔN πN + ΔP πP )]

(5)

Zoe’s goal is to choose t so as to maximize the expectation of (5). We make two remarks in
this respect. On one hand, we simplify and assume that the aggregate deviation dG(ω) gets the same
value in the two states of the world; i.e., Zoe is not uncertain in this respect. Further, the remorse
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function dz depends on an expectation and hence takes on the same value in any state of the world.
Assuming function dz to be twice differentiable, we hence get the following first order condition:
dQ5 (·) = R·(NSd

N

G )·(TU VUWTX VX)

(6)

where dQ5 (·) is the first derivative of the remorse function with respect to the (expected) decrease in
social welfare, i.e., [(T – t)(Δ1·π1 + Δ2·π2)]. We assume dQ5 (·) > 0, which implies that Zoe suffers a
higher psychological cost or remorse as t decreases, that is, when she evades more taxes. If we
moreover posit that dz is strictly convex, so that ‘large’ deviations from the norm are relatively more
painful than ‘small’ deviations, the second order condition
−𝛾 · (1 − dG ) · (ΔN πN + ΔP πP )P ·dQQ5 (·) < 0
is sufficient for a local maximum, which moreover happens to be an interior solution if we also assume
dG < 1 and dQ5 (·) = 0 when t = T. Figure A below may help to better understand the determination of
the optimum level of tax compliance t*, graphically located where function dQ5 (·) and the horizontal
line at level (6) intersect. Note that the critical point about dQ5 (·) is that it decreases as compliance, i.e.,
choice variable t, increases. The illustrative shape chosen in Figure A plays no role in the analysis.
d ' (•)

d ' (•)

1

g ·(1 - d G )·( D1p 1 + D 2p 2 )

t=
t= t
t*of the optimal level of tax
T compliance
Figure A: Determination
Comparative statics are straightforward from condition (6). Assume for instance that taxpayers
have heterogeneous perceptions about the effectiveness of their taxes, that is, about parameters Δ1, π1,
and Δ2. Clearly, the value of t satisfying (6) decreases when Δ1·π1 + Δ2·π2 decreases. In other words,
evasion increases if Δ1, π2 or Δ2 decrease (or π1 increases) as we can also check with Figure A
(graphically, the horizontal line moves upwards, thus changing the optimal choice t*). Other things
equal, intuitively, tax evasion increases when taxpayers believe that corruption and inefficiency are
rampant.
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Appendix II: Instructions, decision sheet, & questionnaires
(Those parts that appeared only in Control, NGO or INFO treatment are in brackets)

Instructions
Thank you for participating in this Experimental Economics study, financed by a research project.
There are no tricky questions here and hence we ask you to answer any questions according to your
own preferences. The decisions that you make in this experiment are anonymous; in other words, no
participant will know what you or any other participant has decided. We please ask you to turn off
your cell phones or other electronic communication devices for a few minutes so that they do not
interfere with the experiment.
At the end you will receive a money payoff. It is important that you do not speak with any other
participant so that the data which will be collected remains valid. If you have any questions, please
raise your hand and one of the people in charge of the experiment will gladly help you.
Description of the Experiment
All participants in this experiment will receive a fixed sum of S/. 20 for simply taking part in the
experiment; this remuneration compensates for the transportation costs involved in arriving here.
The experiment is composed of three parts (1, 2 and 3). In part 1, each of you will be endowed with
S/. 30 and must decide how much he/she wishes to voluntarily donate to the [Control & INFO:
Peruvian Government] [NGO: Peruvian League Against Cancer, LPLC]. In order to do so, you will
anonymously and independently choose an integer number between 0 and 30 (both included) and write
it on the first page of your booklet. The remainder of the money will be your payoff for part 1. That is,
if you decide to donate X Soles to the [Control & INFO: government] [NGO: LPLC], you will receive
a payment of 30-X Soles at the end of the experiment.
At the end of the experiment, moreover, the sums donated by the participants will be added, and the
total amount subsequently deposited in an account belonging to the [Control & INFO: public
treasury] [NGO: LPLC] in an entirely anonymous manner. To do so, the researcher will go to the
nearest bank and make an anonymous cash deposit for this amount, without giving any information
concerning the origin of the money. This deposit will be made in the presence of any participants who
wish to accompany the researcher; should there be no volunteers, he will personally select two
participants at random to be witnesses.
[Control & INFO: Keep in mind that the public sector carries out tasks such as the development of
infrastructure, the provision of public goods and services such as education, health and security, or the
redistribution of wealth through social programs.]
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[NGO: Keep in mind that the Peruvian League Against Cancer (LPLC) is an institution that helps to
fund the medical treatment of cancer patients with limited recourses.]
Parts 2 and 3 of the experiment are questionnaires containing various questions. Those in part 2 require
some estimations, and those in part 3 involve socio-demographic information. All are completely
anonymous.
In summary, your final payoff will include 20 Soles for transportation plus 30 Soles minus the amount
donated by you to the [Control & INFO: Peruvian government] [NGO: LPLC]. You will be paid in
private in an adjoining room by an assistant who will know only your final payoff in the experiment,
but not your decisions during the experiment.
Now, please complete part 1 (the first sheet of the booklet) and give it to one of the people in
charge of the experiment before starting part 2.

Decision sheet
Part 1

ID number:

[INFO: Important: Before making your decision, we must inform you that we have already done a
similar experiment with 60 people in November 2016. Average donation of those people was 5 (five
soles)]
How much are you willing to contribute to the [Control & INFO: Peruvian Government] [NGO:
Peruvian League Against Cancer]?
S/.
Note: You must write an integer number (no decimals) between 0 and 30 Soles, inclusive; otherwise,
you will not be paid. Your pay for part 1 will be equal to 30 Soles minus the amount you indicate on
this sheet.
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Belief elicitation sheet
Part 2

ID Number:

General instructions: Please answer numerically the following questions:

1. [INFO: What do you think would be the average contribution (between 0 and 30 soles) of your:
a) Co-Workers S/._______
b) University/College mates S/._______
c) Neighbors S/._________

d) Close friends S/._______
e) Family members S/.______
f) Church members S/.______

Note: Answer only those questions you consider are relevant for your case, for example, if you are a student and
do not work leave blank ¨Co-workers¨ but fill University/College mates.]
Direction: Questions 2 and 3 must be answered with integers from 0 to 30.
2. What do you believe to be the average donation of the participants present here (between 0 and 30 soles)?
S/.
3. Of every 100 Soles that enter to the Peruvian Government, what part do you estimate end up wasted or in
corrupt hands? Answer with an integer number from 0 to 100, where 0 indicates nothing and 100 indicates
everything.
S/.

Direction: Transparency international (TI) is a global non-governmental and non-profit
organization
that annually publishes an index of the perceived corruption in the public sector of each of the
countries studied, based on the judgment of experts around the world. In 2015, it analyzed 168
countries and stated its findings in such a way that 1st place indicates the least level of corruption
and the country that ranks 168thhas the highest level of corruption.

Indicate what you believe to be the position of Peru in the TI ranking for the year 2015:
Nº
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Part 3

ID number:

Direction: Please answer the following anonymous questions that will help guide our investigation. Indicate
your choice with a cross (X), or the corresponding number or word.

General questions:
Gender:

M___F___

Age:

___________

Occupation:

______________

Place of Birth:
District

__________________

Province

__________________

City

__________________

Region

__________________

Place of Residence:
District

__________________

Province

__________________

City

__________________

Region

__________________

Religion:
Catholic ( ) Evangelical ( ) Other __________ None ( )
Level of religiosity on a scale from 1 (not at all religious) to 10 (very religious):
_________
Marital State:
Married _____ Single _____ Stable Relationship _____ Divorced _____ Widow(er) _____
Living Situation:
Own _____ Rent _____ Room_____ I have no housing _____
If you know the answer, please give the approximate size of your main residence:
__________ m²
Do you have a vehicle?
Yes _____ No _____
Do you have children?
Yes _____ No _____
How many children do you
have?
_____
Level of Education:
Primary School incomplete _____ Completed Primary School _____ Completed Secondary School _____
Technical Higher Education _____

University Higher Education _____

Current job:
Student _____ Business Admin./Owner _____ Housewife _____
Employed ______ Currently unemployed _______
How many times per week do you follow national political news in the media (TV, radio, newspapers, internet,
etc.)?
0 _____

1-3 _____

4-6 _____

7 _____
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In politics, reference is usually made to the “left” and “right.” Overall, where would you place yourself on a scale
of 0 (extreme left) to 10 (extreme right)?

o

o o

o

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Far Left

Far Right
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Opinion-type questions:
1. Which do you believe to be the factor upon which someone’s personal income depends –chance and influences
of other people or the extent to which he strives to work hard in life? Indicate your opinion using a number
between 0 and 10, the number 0 signifying that chance or external influences are the only important factor, and
10 signifying that personal endeavor is the only important factor. Make a mark (X) in the circle corresponding
to the number that represents your opinion.

resulting from chance or
influences of others

o o o

o o o

o

0 1 2

3

6

4

5

o o o o
7

8

resulting from
one’s endeavor to
work hard in life

9 10

2. Would you say that it is advisable to trust people under any circumstances, or rather is it advisable to be very
cautious in trusting others? Answer using a number from 0 (we should never trust anyone) to 10 (we may trust
anyone under any circumstance):

We should never trust
anyone

o o

o o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0 1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

3

o

We may trust
anyone under any
circumstance

3. In general, do you believe that the distribution of income in a society should be as egalitarian as possible?
Answer using a number from 0 (completely disagree) to 10 (completely agree):

o o

Completely disagree

0

o o o

1 2

3

o

4

o

5

o

6

o

7

o

8

o

9 10

Completely
agree

4. To what extent do you agree that the State should directly participate in the Economy, whether through
public companies, banks, or industry? From 0 (completely disagree) to 10 (completely agree):

Completely disagree

o o

o o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0

2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

Completely
agree
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5. From 0 (completely disagree) to 10 (completely agree), to what extent do you agree with the following
statement: In a democracy, the economy grows less than in other political systems?

o o o o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Completely disagree

Completely agree
0 1 2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

6. Consider the following two statements: The Peruvian government is controlled by a few interests who
are only concerned with themselves; the Peruvian government governs for the benefit of all. With 0
indicating complete agreement with the first and 10 indicating complete agreement with the second, make
a mark (X) in the circle corresponding to the number that represents your opinion.

o o

o o o

o

o

o

o

o

o Governs for the

9

benefit of the
10 people

Controlled by selfish interests
0

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

8

7. Do you believe that the Peruvian government adequately provides free public education services?
Yes _____ No____
8. Do you believe that the Peruvian government adequately provides free public health services?
Yes _____ No____
9. Do you believe that the Peruvian government adequately provides public security?
Yes _____ No____
10. In comparison with those who have a low income, how much should those with a high income pay
from their personal income? (Indicate only one answer):
Much less _____ Less _____ Equal _____ More _____ Much more _____
11. Overall, how would you rate the performance of the Peruvian government during the previous 5 years?
From 1 (dismal) to 10 (excellent):__________
12. In general, do you support the new government in Peru, which was chosen in the election a few months
ago? From 1 (do not support at all) to 10 (support entirely): ________
13. Would you be willing to pay a little more in taxes if the government were to make substantial
improvements in the free public services it provides (such as education, health, and safety)?
Yes _____ No____

(End, please await further instructions)
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